There’s a smarter way forward to enable intelligent transformation in healthcare.

Healthcare is traditionally slow to adopt emerging technology. But the accelerated pace of digital transformation is requiring a rush toward enabling mobility, hybrid-by-design devices, and a work-from-everywhere workforce—all while ensuring compliance, security, and cost control. In partnership with the built for business Intel vPro® platform, Lenovo has created the Smarter Way Forward campaign to provide insights and resources to help you successfully embrace the digital acceleration in healthcare.

- **62% of businesses** believe that outsourcing deployments help their IT teams be more productive.¹
- **37% of healthcare leaders** use AI today and 54% expect to use it by 2023.²
- **56% of healthcare organizations** have increased their public cloud use and 51% increased hybrid cloud use since start of the pandemic.³
- **>86% of independent physicians** use electronic records, but the pandemic exposed fundamental limitations that must be addressed.⁴
- **80% of PC lifecycle costs** are incurred post-purchase.⁵

Learn more at www.lenovo.com/healthcare
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